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Guided Practice Teachers are high school students enrolled in our most advanced band or orchestra 

class at Neuqua Valley High School. In order to become a guided practice teacher, the high school students 
undergo training from the NVHS music staff. The training includes how to set-up a studio and how to enhance 
the music instruction from the middle school staff. Guided Practice Teachers should help middle school 
students with the materials received from the middle school teachers.  

Guided Practice Teachers are not trained to start students. They are trained to compliment our school 
district curriculum which begins in 6th grade. 

The rate of pay for Guided Practice Teachers (GPT) is $10 per 30 minutes for a 1st year GPT, $11 per 
30 minutes for a 2nd year GPT, $12 per 30 minutes for a 3rd year GPT, and $13 per 30 minutes for a 4th year 
GPT. Please contact a GPT directly in order to set-up lessons. For any questions about the GPT program, 
please contact the NVHS Fine Arts Department Chair, Jonathan_Lauff@ipsd.org or (630)428-6670. 
 
 

Orchestra Guided Practice Teachers 
Violin 

Caitlin Yambao (3rd year as GPT), (630)219-3782, caityambao@gmail.com 
Sarah Uy  (2nd year as GPT), (630)995-0678, sarahliezelle@gmail.com 
Grace Kim (1st year as GPT), (815)793-1621, gykgator@gmail.com 

 
Viola 

Madeline Noga (1st year as GPT), (630)465-2276, mnm32401@hotmail.com 
Samuel You (1st year as GPT), (630)328-3040, samuelyou01@gmail.com  

 
Cello 

Patricia Agnes - (1st year as GPT), (630)854-4557, tricia_agnes1@yahoo.com 
Eden Conroy - (1st year as GPT), (630)442-0073, eden.conroy@yahoo.com 
Alex Xiong - (1st year as GPT), (630)915-3890, alexxio3317@k12.ipsd.org 
Eric Yang - (1st year as GPT), (331)229-6028, Ericy321mbenz@gmail.com 

 
Bass 

Kyle Domingos - Bass (1st year as GPT), (630)470-7161, kdomi71@yahoo.com 
 
 
 
 

(Keep scrolling down for band students) 
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Band Guided Practice Teachers 
Flute 

Joyce Chen (3rd year as GPT), (630)258-2301, joyceychen1@gmail.com 
Selena Grover (2nd year as GPT), (630)335-2867, selenagrover@gmail.com  
Dean Brady (2nd year as GPT), (331)330-3574, deabbrady@gmail.com 
Jubin Lee (1st year as GPT), (630)849-3085, jubinle5108@k12.ipsd.org 
Julia Paschal (1st year as GPT), (630)401-1089, juliapas6221@k12.ipsd.org 

 
Oboe 

Roshini Balasubramanian (3rd year as GPT), (630)280-1382, Roshini.Bala123@gmail.com 
Keara Ginell (2nd year as GPT), (630)842-0563, Kearag@me.com  

 
Clarinet 

Josh Lee (4th year as GPT), (630)915-9265, Joshlee1210@gmail.com  
Amanda McMurray (2nd year as GPT), (630)470-8735, amandamcm824@gmail.com  
Bill Foye (1st year as GPT), (630)803-7387, bfboy02@gmail.com 

 
Bassoon 

Matt Skrbec (2nd year as GPT), (630)335-4919, Matt.skrbec@gmail.com  
 
Saxophone 

Ryan Lee (2nd year as GPT), (630)877-3614, Ryanalee0101@gmail.com  
Sammie Kern (2nd year as GPT), (630)923-4846, sammiekern888@gmail.com  
George Guelis (1st year as GPT), (630)5963395, georgecuriousguelis@gmail.com 
Anthony Xu (1st year as GPT), (630)881-817, Axu8888@gmail.com 

 
Trumpet 

Ellie Beach (2nd year as GPT), (331)457-1804, ellie.beach10@gmail.com  
 
Horn 

Aidan Seeberg (2nd year as GPT), (630)200-1180, aidan.seeberg@gmail.com  
Naman Thakrar (2nd year as GPT), (630)696-1363, naman.thakrar@gmail.com  

 
Trombone 

Satvika Veeravalli (1st year as GPT), (630)290-5694, veeravalli.satvika@gmail.com 
 
Tuba 

Christian Querrey (2nd year as GPT), (630)881-5506, Christianq2399@gmail.com  
 
Percussion 

Niraj Lawande (2nd year as GPT), (630)440-0374, Nirajlawande@gmail.com  
Akhil Jagadam (1ast year as GPT), (630)842-4453, ajagadam@gmail.com 
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